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Erzincan Tulum Cheese (ETC) holds a significant place among the most popular cheeses in Türkiye. 

It has been awarded Protected Geographical Indication status, which restricts the allowable milk 

species, its production area, and specific sheep breed used in its production. Mineral content and 

antioxidant activity of ETC were aimed to be predicted using conventional FT-NIR and a portable 

FT-MIR spectrometer combined with partial least square regression (PLSR) and machine learning 

algorithms based on conditional entropy. Seventy ETC samples were analyzed for their mineral (Al, 

Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, and P) content using ICP-MS. The samples' antioxidant activity 

was measured using the DPPH•+ scavenging activity method. PLSR combined with FT-NIR 

spectral data correlated with antioxidant activity (r=0.89) and minerals (as low as r=0.83) except 

for Cr and Fe. FT-MIR data provided a good correlation for minerals (as low as r=0.82) except for 

Cr and Mn and a moderate correlation with antioxidant activity (r=0.64). Information theory was 

applied to select wavenumbers used in machine learning algorithms, and better results were 

obtained compared to PLSR. Overall, FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectroscopy provided rapid (~ 1 min), 

non-destructive, sensitive, and reliable output for mineral and antioxidant activity predictions in 

commercial cheese samples.  
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Introduction 

Cheese consumption is of great value because it 

consists of numerous micronutrients and trace elements. 

Milk and dairy products are estimated to be the primary 

dietary sources of calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P), 

contributing to 59% and 27% of the average human daily 

intake, respectively. They also provide about 7% of the 

daily intake of Na, 9% of K, and 11% of Mg (Lombardi-

Boccia et al., 2003). Calcium and phosphor are essential 

for human health (Bonjour et al. 2009); however, Na has 

been correlated in hypertension and cardiovascular disease 

(Matthews and Strong 2005; Aburto et al. 2013). 

Therefore, the European Food Safety Authority and the 

World Health Organization have advised a daily sodium 

(Na) intake of no more than 2.4 grams. Furthermore, in 

accordance with mandatory labeling regulations outlined 

in Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011, the term "salt" 

(calculated as Na multiplied by 2.5) must be indicated on 

product labels. This aims to assist consumers in making 

informed purchasing choices. 

Consequently, cheese producers may need to develop 

at-line tools to determine mineral content in cheese 

manufacturing, comply with labeling requirements, and 

add more detailed health claims to their products. The 

minerals are detected using standard analytical methods 

such as atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS), atomic 

emission spectrometry (AES), inductively coupled 

plasma–optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) (Prieto 

et al. 2002; Lucas et al. 2006; Mendil 2006). However, 

these analytical methods necessitate sample preparation 

techniques that involve the decomposition or destruction of 

the food sample. Instead of these methods in milk 

technology, new methods have been sought in analysis 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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measurements (Hürkan & Bulut 2023). This can include 

methods such as wet digestion, dry ashing, and microwave 

oven dissolution. (Ibanez et al., 2008). Furthermore, these 

methods require expensive instrumentation, high-cost 

maintenance, time, well-trained personnel to operate the 

instrument, and chemicals. As an alternative to those 

techniques, infrared spectroscopy may be used because 

functional groups interacting with transition minerals 

correspond to specific infrared light frequencies.  

FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectroscopy provide rapid, 

sensitive, and unique information about food matrix. This 

information, however, is buried in the multi-dimensional 

data. While the machine learning algorithms are commonly 

applied on such data to reveal the information, the process 

begins with data cleaning and pre-processing steps, such as 

de-noising. Such intrusive ways theoretically cause losing 

some information valuable to the food matrix. 

Additionally, in case of having a data with excessive 

amount of dimensions, such as spectral data, the dimension 

reduction and feature selection methods are used to lessen 

the number of variables intended to be introduced to the 

machine learning algorithms. Otherwise, the products of 

these algorithms, either prediction or classification models, 

focus on the given data and fail to possess a general 

connection between the data and the information in it. 

(Rossi et al. 2006; Vergara and Estévez 2014; Wang et al. 

2020; Rong et al. 2020; Jia et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2022). 

Therefore, the spectral features highly associated with the 

food matrix need to be identified in order to build 

generalized models. In this study, to measure the 

correspondence of wavenumbers as spectral features with 

the food matrix, the conditional entropy defined in the field 

of Information Theory is used (Cover & Thomas, 2005). 

The selected wavenumbers that are introduced to the 

machine learning algorithms, and results; prediction 

models with their accuracy and R-Square scores are 

presented.  

Erzincan Tulum Cheese (ETC), a highly popular cheese 

in Türkiye, received Protected Geographical Indication 

(PGI) status from the Turkish Patent and Trademark Office 

(Turkish Patent and Trademark Office, 2001). By that PGI, 

Erzincan Tulum Cheese is described as follows; “A cheese 

variety produced from the milk of Karaman sheep breed 

grazed by 90-100 plants endemic to the hills of Erzincan 

mountains between the fifth and ninth months of the year.” 

To the best of our knowledge, machine learning algorithms 

have not been employed in conjunction with FT-NIR and 

portable FT-MIR spectrometers to assess minerals and 

antioxidant activity in cheese. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Sample Collection 

Seventy samples of Erzincan Tulum Cheese were 

procured from local grocery stores located in Erzincan, and 

Sivas, Türkiye. These cheese samples were acquired in 

vacuum-sealed packages, each containing no less than 250 

grams, and were then stored at a temperature of 4°C until 

further examination. Afterwards, the cheeses were 

carefully placed into securely sealed plastic storage bags, 

manually crushed, thoroughly blended, and kept at 4°C 

until reference analyses and spectral data collection were 

carried out. 

Reference Analysis 

Mineral analysis 

The mineral content (Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, 

Na, P) of Erzincan Tulum Cheese was determined by 

Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-

MS) with a slight modification of the method (Milani et al. 

2015). First, 0.5 g of the sample was taken, and 2 mL HNO3 

and 1 mL H2O2 were added. Then, heating was performed 

at 200°C for 15 minutes, incineration for 15 minutes, and 

cooling for 10 minutes in a microwave oven for 40 minutes 

in total. Finally, the burned sample was placed in a 50 mL 

plastic flask and completed to 50 mL with ultrapure water. 

ICP-MS mineral analysis of the cheese was performed at 

the Gumushane University Central Research Laboratory 

Application and Research Center. 

Antioxidant activity 

Sample extracts were prepared with a slight 

modification of the method (Kuchroo & Fox, 1982). First, 

in a Stomacher, the cheese sample was homogenized with 

deionized water for 10 minutes at 20°C. The mixture, then, 

was kept at 40°C for an hour and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm 

for 20 minutes at 4°C. Next, the supernatant (oil phase) was 

removed, and the rest were passed through a 0.45 µm 

membrane filter. Then, an antioxidant activity analysis was 

performed.  

The 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) free radical 

scavenging activity assay was conducted in accordance 

with the method outlined by BLOIS (1958). First, 100 µl 

of the sample was transferred to test tubes, and the total 

volume was completed with ethanol to 2.0 mL. Then 0.5 

mL of the stock DPPH• solution was added to each sample 

tube. After half an hour of incubation at room temperature, 

their absorbance at 517 nm against blank was measured. 

The reduced absorbance was determined as the remaining 

DPPH• scavenging activity. The % DPPH radical 

inhibition was calculated according to the formula below.  
 

%DPPH radical inhibition = [1-(S / C) ] × 100 (1) 
 

(S: the sample absorbance measured at 517.; C: the 

control absorbance measured at 517 nm) 

 

Near- and Mid-Infrared spectroscopy 

The cheese samples' NIR spectra were captured using a 

Nicolet IS50 Flex Gold infrared spectrometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Madison, WI, USA) equipped with FT-

NIR diffuse reflectance. This device functions in both the 

near and medium IR ranges and is outfitted with a Ge-

coated KBr (potassium bromide) beam splitter, covering 

the spectrum from 11,000 to 375 cm-1. Before collecting 

the spectra, all samples were allowed to reach room 

temperature (25°C) for approximately 30 minutes. During 

the data acquisition, a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 was 

employed, and 64 spectra were averaged for each 

measurement to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The 

process initiated with the acquisition of a background 

spectrum, in which no sample was present, to compensate 

for environmental variations. Subsequently, the absorption 

spectrum was generated by dividing the sample's spectrum 

by the background spectrum. This procedure was repeated 

twice for each sample, and the resulting spectra were 

averaged to yield the final spectrum for each sample. 

Finally, all spectra were imported into software for 

subsequent chemometric analysis. 
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The cheese samples' MIR spectra were obtained using 

a portable Fourier transform mid-infrared spectrometer 

manufactured by Agilent Technologies Inc. (Santa Clara, 

CA, USA). This device was equipped with a zinc selenide 

(ZnSe) crystal and a deuterated triglycine sulfate (dTGS) 

detector. Spectra were collected at room temperature, 

covering a range from 4,000 to 700 cm-1, with a resolution 

set at 4 cm-1. To improve the signal quality, 64 co-scans 

were averaged. For each measurement, approximately 10 

grams of the sample were directly placed onto the dial path 

accessory opening. Before each spectral acquisition, a 

background spectrum was recorded to compensate for any 

potential environmental effects. The spectral data were 

presented in absorbance and analyzed using Resolutions 

Pro Software provided by Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, USA). 

The FT-MIR analyses were performed in duplicate to 

ensure accuracy. 

 

Chemometrics 

Partial Least Square Regression 

The spectral data obtained from the FT-NIR and FT-

MIR spectrometers were processed using multivariate data 

analysis software (Pirouette® 4.5, Infometrix Inc., Bothell, 

WA, USA). Before analysis, the spectral data underwent 

preprocessing steps. For FT-MIR, this included mean-

centering, normalization, and smoothing, while for FT-

NIR, mean-centering, normalization, smoothing, and the 

application of the 2nd derivative (Savitzky–Golay 35-point 

window) were performed. These procedures were carried 

out to enhance the spectral features. 

The spectral data were randomly divided into 

calibration (80% of the entire sample set) and validation 

(20%) sets. Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) 

analysis was employed on the calibration set to establish 

quantitative models correlating the reference mineral 

content (determined by ICP-MS) and antioxidant activity 

(measured using the DPPH scavenging activity method) 

with their corresponding spectral data. PLSR, originally 

developed by Herman Wold (Wold, 1975) is particularly 

useful for analyzing data with collinearity issues. It 

combines features of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

and Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) to construct 

prediction algorithms. The goal of PLSR is to predict the 

dependent variables (in this case, mineral content) based 

on the independent variables (wavenumber), extracting 

orthogonal factors with the highest predictive power from 

the independent variables (Abdi, 2010). The assessment of 

model performance involved the consideration of metrics 

including factor numbers, standard error of cross-

validation (SECV), correlation coefficient of calibration 

(rcal), standard error of prediction (SEP), correlation 

coefficient of prediction (rval), and outlier diagnostics. 

Samples exhibiting large residuals indicate that their 

structure does not align well with the model, while those 

with high leverage suggest they have a significant impact 

on the calibration model, classifying them as outliers. 

 

Feature selection algorithm based on conditional entropy  

Wavenumbers of the spectral data are actually the 

dimensions of it and can be considered as its features. The 

absorption values at these wavenumbers differ based on the 

content of the specimen. Associating the wavenumbers and 

specimens’ ingredients is the first step through modelling. 

In general, some, but not all, of the spectra conveys some 

information about the content of the sample. In other 

words, a set of wavenumbers will be functional for 

modelling (Liu et al. 2022; Ozturk et al., 2022; Aykas et 

al., 2022). Therefore, the information shared between such 

a wavenumber set and the specified ingredient must be 

determined, and the way is to use the entropy defined in 

Information Theory. 

To be more specific in terms of modelling, there are 

predictors as inputs and responses as outputs of a model 

which are, in this study, the absorption values at the set of 

wavenumbers and the reference values of the samples, 

respectively. Saying that all mentioned are variables, their 

information amount can be calculated.  

In the information theory, given its probability 

distribution, the amount of information that a random 

variable possesses is measured by the entropy 𝐻(. ) as 

follows; 

 

H(X) = ∑ p(xi) log2 p(xi)i    (2) 

 

Here, 𝑋, 𝑥𝑖, and 𝑝(𝑥𝑖) denote a random variable, the ith 

element of its sample space, and the probability of that 

element respectively. The unit of entropy is bits per event 

as the base of logarithm is 2. The entropy solely indicates 

the difficulty level of the prediction on the variable, 

however does not express a correspondence with any 

another variable. In order to figure out how another 

variable eases the prediction; the conditional entropy is 

required to be calculated as follows; 

 

H(X|Y) = ∑ p(xi, yj) log2 p(xi|yj)i,j   (3) 

 

The extension of this equation for a number of 

conditions is given by 

 

H(X|Y1, Y2, … , Yr)

= ∑ p(xi, yj, yk, … , yl) log2 p(xi|yj, yk, … , yl)

i,j,k,l

 

      (4) 

 

In order to create a set of wavenumbers, another version 

of Eq.(4) is used as follows; 

 

H(X|Y1, Y2, … , Yr) = H(X, Y1, Y2, … , Yr) −
H(Y1, Y2, … , Yr)     (5) 

 

The given expressions require the joint probability 

distributions. In order to obtain the distributions, the 

continuous variables are quantized, and then the relative 

frequencies are taken as probabilities. Saying that 𝑛(𝑦𝑖) is 

the number of occurrences of the event 𝑦𝑖 , the distributions 

are derived as follows: 

 

Y = {

y1,
y2,
⋮

yn,

      

ỹ < l1

l1 ≤ ỹ < l2

⋮
ln−1 ≤ ỹ

, p(yi) =
n(yi)

∑ n(yk)k
 (6) 

 

The next is to find the variables making the conditional 

entropy H(X|Yi, Yk, Yl, … ) zero or close to zero, which are 

accepted as the functional set of wavenumbers. This is 
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accomplished by a feasible search algorithm. It starting 

with calculating H(X|Yi) for each variable to find which 

variable provides the minimum conditional entropy, then 

this variable is taken as the first variable of the set. In order 

to pick the second variable, the first variable is kept in the 

condition, and H(X|Y1st, Yi) is calculated with in the same 

way. The search potentially ends when H(X|Y1, Y2, … , Yr) 

hits to zero, which is evaluated as the information X carries 

is already buried on the set of Ys.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Minerals 

In our study, the 70 samples' mineral composition was 

determined by ICP-MS. The mineral levels of the Erzincan 

Tulum Cheese (ETC) samples were determined as; sodium 

(Na) (5114-14210 mg/kg), phosphorus (P) (547-7537 

mg/kg), calcium (Ca) (518-1772 mg/kg), potassium (K) 

(216-920 mg/kg) magnesium (Mg) (61-305 mg/kg). 

Erzincan Tulum Cheese samples were rich in Na, P, Ca, K, 

and Mg minerals. The intake of these minerals into the 

body is important in metabolism. Calcium (Ca) is essential 

for various biological functions in several tissues, 

including bones and teeth, as well as the musculoskeletal, 

nervous, and cardiac systems. Potassium (K) plays a vital 

role in maintaining the balance of the physical fluid system 

and aids in nerve functions by facilitating the transmission 

of nerve impulses. Magnesium (Mg) functions as a calcium 

antagonist, impacting vascular smooth muscle tone and 

insulin signaling after receptor activation. Sodium (Na) 

plays a pivotal role in human physiology by maintaining 

the equilibrium of physiological fluids, affecting blood 

pressure, kidney function, as well as the functionality of 

nerves and muscles. Phosphorus (P) is closely associated 

with calcium homeostasis and is also involved in the 

formation of bones and teeth (Martínez-Ballesta et al., 

2010). These minerals, which have many tasks that we 

cannot list here and are high in Tulum cheese samples, 

must be consumed daily for essential metabolic activities. 

The high mineral content results suggest that the minerals 

are in need, which constitutes an adult's daily animal 

protein requirement that can be met by consuming ETC. In 

literature, the mineral content of Tulum cheese (not ETC) 

was determined. The mineral content of 60 samples sold in 

Elazığ province, Türkiye (30 Tulum and 30 fresh white 

cheese) were detected by ICP-OES (Oksuztepe et al., 

2013). Mineral content of Tulum cheese was found as 

8330-11025 mg/kg, 763- 1487 mg/kg, 4310-6620 mg/kg, 

5432-12367 mg/kg, 557-620 mg/kg, for Ca, K, P, Na, and 

Mg, respectively. In a different study, 58 Tulum cheese 

collected from grocery stores in Izmir, Türkiye, were found 

as 4750-9500, 1000-1800, 3250-18000, 3100-5200 mg/kg, 

for Ca, K, Na, and Mg, respectively (Kilic et al., 2002). 

When compared with our study, it was observed that the 

Ca and Mg concentration in ETC were lower, K was 

higher, and Na and P levels were similar.  

In our study, the metal concentrations of the ETC were 

determined as; aluminum (Al) (0.17-9.59 mg/kg), 

chromium (Cr) (0.00-3.28 mg/kg), copper (Cu) (0.10-1.65 

mg/kg), iron (Fe) (0.48-24.18 mg/kg), and manganese 

(Mn) (0.07-1.22 mg/kg). In the study of Oksuztepe et al. 

(2013); the metal content of Tulum cheeses was found to 

be Al (0.10-0.59 mg/kg) Cr (0.03-0.60 mg/kg), Cu (0.10-

0.58 mg/kg), Fe (6.12-18.90 mg/kg), and Mn (0.47-2.79 

mg/kg). The iron content in studies is due to the use of iron-

containing materials during the heating and processing of 

milk in dairy products (Prieto et al., 2002). Our results 

show similarities with reported studies.  

 

Antioxidant activity 

Among the antioxidant activity determination methods, 

the DPPH method is the simplest, fastest, and most 

common method used to determine the antioxidant activity 

of foods. In a study on determining some quality 

parameters and bioactivity of 15 herby cheese, % DPPH 

inhibition was found between 3.60-9.69 (Kara & Kose, 

2020). In another study, the inhibition results of the DPPH 

radical indicated that the antioxidant activity of Tulum 

cheese samples increased as the ripening days progressed. 

Specifically, there was an average change of 20.34 in cow 

milk Tulum cheese and 25.97 in goat milk Tulum cheese 

over the course of the 120-day ripening period (ÖZTÜRK 

& AKIN, 2017). In our study, when the DPPH radical 

inhibition (%) values of 70 Erzincan Tulum Cheese 

samples were calculated, it was observed that inhibition 

values varied between 0.02 and 25.14. Our results 

complied with the reported studies. 

 

Spectral information 

The average FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectra, along with 

their major vibrations, are presented in Figure 1. Peak 

assignments were made based on the findings reported in 

the literature (Ayvaz et al., 2021). In the near-infrared 

(NIR) spectra, the peaks at 6880 and 5164 cm-1 were 

assigned to the first overtone stretching of the unbound O-

H group and the combination bands of OH originating from 

water, respectively. The absorptions at 4331 and 4258 cm-1 

were attributed to combination bands involving C-H and 

C-O stretching vibrations in fats. Additionally, the peaks at 

5781 and 5669 cm-1 were linked to the first overtone of the 

C-H stretching vibration in fats. The absorptions around 

8265 cm-1 were a result of the second overtone of the C–H 

stretching vibration in fats. Due to the elevated moisture 

content in the cheese samples, carbohydrate peaks around 

5900, 4650, and 4380 cm-1 were prominently featured. 

The peak assignments for FT-MIR spectra were based 

on the work of Rodriguez-Saona et al. (2006). The highest 

absorption peak at 3274 cm-1 is ascribed to the stretching 

vibration originating from the O-H bond in water. The 

1625 cm-1 peak encompassed both the bending vibration of 

the O-H bond and the amide I vibration of the proteins. 

Absorption bands ranging from 3000 to 2800 cm-1 were 

attributed to both symmetrical and asymmetrical C-H 

stretching vibrations, predominantly originating from 

long-chain fatty acids. The absorption observed at 1740 

cm-1 was a consequence of the C=O stretching vibration of 

fatty acid esters. The vibration at 1535 cm-1 was associated 

with the amide II structure in proteins. The absorption at 

1448 cm-1 corresponded to the C-H bending vibrations of 

fats. Additionally, absorptions at 1237 and 1174 cm-1 were 

also indicative of fat content, specifically related to the C-

O ester linkage and C-O stretching, respectively. The peak 

at 983 cm-1 was linked to the C-O and C-C stretching 

vibrations of carbohydrate. 
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Figure 1. The average spectrum of FT-NIR (10000-4000 cm-1) and FT-MIR (4000-650 cm-1) spectra collected from 70 

Erzincan Tulum Cheeses with major vibration bands 

 

 

Prediction models by Partial Least Square Regression  

Minerals and antioxidant activity of Erzincan Tulum 

Cheese (ETC) samples (n=70) were predicted using FT-

NIR, and FT-MIR combined with Partial Least Square 

Regression (PLSR). Figure 2 shows the Ca, K, Mg, Na, and 

P models obtained from FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectral 

data. Mineral predictions obtained from FT-NIR 

spectroscopy are primarily reliant on the presence of 

minerals within functional groups of organic matter. In the 

case of cheese, the high predictability of mineral content 

may stem from its association with various organic 

components, including lipids (such as phospholipids), 

proteins, and carbohydrates. These organic compounds 

serve as carriers or binders for minerals, contributing to the 

accurate prediction of mineral content using FT-NIR 

spectroscopy. Calsium and phosphorus exist in cheese with 

different forms; soluble and bound. Bound P also is divided 

into two categories; phosphoserine residues called as 

organic P. Indeed, inorganic phosphorus (P) refers to the 

inorganic components that are held within the structural 

framework of casein (Schmidt, 1980). Additionally, these 

inorganic constituents within caseins engage with 

phosphoserine residues of casein, functioning as cross-

linking agents within casein micelles. This interaction 

plays a significant role in the overall stability and structure 

of casein micelles in dairy products. (Aoki et al., 1987). 

Regression vectors for Ca models obtained from FT-MIR 

spectral data were 1608 cm-1, 1079 cm-1, and 983 cm-1 

related to amide I band C-O stretching and C-C stretching, 

respectively. These results comply with the reported 

studies (Upreti and Metzger 2006). Regression vectors for 

the P model obtained from FT-NIR spectral data were 5835 

cm-1 and 4354 cm-1 associated with the C–H stretching 

vibration and the second overtone of the C–H stretching 

vibration of fats, respectively. High predictions values 

were obtained from FT-NIR and FT-MIR units (rval>0.88) 

(Table 2). Indirect predictions of minerals are possible due 

to their close association with the organic fraction in milk. 

Through the process of milk fermentation, the reduction in 

milk pH leads to the solubilization of a portion of minerals, 

which becomes evident during the cheese-making process. 

This phenomenon helps explain the accurate predictions of 

potassium content using this method. FT-MIR showed 

slightly better performance in predicting K. The prediction 

of magnesium (Mg) content in cheese samples may be 

linked to its crucial role in lipoprotein metabolism and its 

involvement in processes related to the synthesis of fatty 

acids and proteins. The presence and quantity of 

magnesium in the cheese could potentially reflect these 

underlying metabolic and biochemical processes. Mg 

serves as a co-factor for multiple enzymes and has 

demonstrated associations with high-density lipoproteins 

(Patel et al., 2020). The regression vector indicates that the 

presence of the bending vibration of the O-H bond at 1600 

cm-1, which coexists with the amide I vibration of the 

proteins, plays a role in the prediction. Despite the absence 

of absorbance in the NIR region, sodium salts can alter the 

water spectrum in the infrared overtone region. Therefore, 

it is possible to indirectly estimate sodium salts using FT-

NIR spectroscopy. Possibly, sodium chloride can induce a 

wavenumber shift in the water absorption band, moving it 

from 5570 to 5537 cm-1. This shift likely contributes 

significantly to the accurate prediction of sodium chloride 

content using spectroscopic techniques. Overall, both FT-

NIR and FT-MIR spectroscopy provided a very good 

correlation with the correlation of coefficient (rval) at least 

0.88 for Ca, K, Mg, Na, and K concentrations in ETC 

samples.  

Metallic minerals (Al, Cr, Cu, Fe, and Mn) were 

predicted using FT-NIR and portable FT-MIR spectra, and 

regression models are shown in Figure 3. The aluminum 

content of ETC samples was predicted, and both FT-NIR 

and FT-MIR units provided a good correlation; rval 0.83 

and 0.82, respectively. This correlation could be due to Al 

salts such as aluminum sulfate, which absorption arises 

around 3620 and 1022 cm-1. The chromium content of ETC 

did not correlate with both spectroscopic techniques. This 

could be due to very low concentrations of Cr (average Cr 
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level is 0.19 mg/kg). Copper concentrations of ETC were 

predicted, and both spectroscopic units provided a good 

correlation. FT-MIR showed a better performance since 

absorption bands at 1623 cm-1, and 1589 cm-1 correspond 

to COO-Cu, and CuCl2, respectively. Both absorptions 

were well-correlated with Cu concentrations of ETC and 

provided rval=0.93. Iron-binding proteins can explain the 

high Fe prediction by FT-MIR spectral data. MIR range 

absorption at 1522 cm-1, corresponding to amide II in 

proteins, and at 1653 cm-1 corresponding to the amide I 

vibration of the proteins, are related to the prediction of 

iron content. Although FT-MIR provided a good 

correlation (rval=0.86), FT-NIR showed a weak correlation 

(rval=0.58). This may be related to weak intensities of 

protein bands in FT-NIR, resulting in poor correlation with 

the Fe content of cheese. Interestingly, FT-NIR showed a 

good performance in predicting Mn (rval=0.87), whereas 

FT-MIR did not provide a good correlation (rval=0.33). 

Similarly, FT-NIR showed very good performance on 

DPPH prediction (rval=0.89), but FT-MIR spectral data 

correlated with a moderate performance providing 

rval=0.64. Overall, both spectroscopic units can be used as 

an alternative to traditional methods to determine the 

mineral content of cheese. 

 

 
Figure 2. Partial Least Square Regression models for Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P were obtained from FT-NIR spectral data 

(A-E) and FT-MIR spectral data (F-J), respectively 
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Table 1 Statistical performance of the prediction models developed using FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectrometers for 

predicting minerals and antioxidant activity levels of Erzincan Tulum Cheese samples 

Unit Parameter 
Calibration model Validation model 

Rangea Nb Fc SECd rcal
e N SEPf rval

g 

FT-NIR 

Al 0.17-9.59 54 7 0.91 0.88 15 1.09 0.83 

Ca 518-1772 54 8 66.43 0.96 16 81.41 0.93 

Cr 0-3.28 52 5 0.07 0.49 14 0.08 0.32 

Cu 0.1-1.65 53 4 0.11 0.86 15 0.12 0.83 

Fe 0.48-24.18 52 7 2.69 0.74 15 3.29 0.58 

K 216-920 54 5 37.85 0.91 16 43.65 0.88 

Mg 61-305 54 6 14.15 0.94 16 15.80 0.92 

Mn 0.07-1.22 51 3 0.06 0.92 14 0.07 0.87 

Na* 5.11-14.21 54 6 174.64 0.98 15 271.83 0.95 

P 547-7537 54 4 232.94 0.94 15 239.69 0.93 

DPPH 0.02-25.14 53 7 1.74 0.93 16 2.06 0.89 

FT-MIR 

Al 0.17-9.59 52 7 1.06 0.88 15 1.19 0.82 

Ca 518-1772 53 6 101.08 0.91 16 108.97 0.88 

Cr 0-3.28 54 3 0.05 0.35 13 0.06 0.13 

Cu 0.1-1.65 53 6 0.12 0.95 15 0.14 0.93 

Fe 0.48-24.18 52 8 1.79 0.90 16 2.00 0.86 

K 216-920 54 5 44.85 0.93 15 47.06 0.91 

Mg 61-305 54 7 13.05 0.96 15 14.53 0.94 

Mn 0.07-1.22 51 5 0.21 0.42 15 0.29 0.33 

Na* 5.11-14.21 53 4 415.9 0.96 16 434.04 0.95 

P 547-7537 54 7 314.34 0.96 16 348.05 0.95 

DPPH 0.02-25.14 52 6 3.97 0.70 15 4.46 0.64 
aThe unit of the range is mg/kg. bNumber of samples used in calibration models. cThe number of latent variables. dStandard error of calibration. 
eCorrelation coefficient of calibration. fStandard error of prediction. gCorrelation coefficient of prediction for external validation. *g/kg 

 

Table 2. Performance of FT-NIR and FT-MIR on the prediction of selected parameters using conditional entropy and 

machine learning algorithms 

Unit P H(X) Y1 H1 Y2 H2 Y3 H3  Y4 H4 RM R2 RMSE 

FT-NIR 

Al 2.76 7186 1.95 9939 1.09 4088 0.56 8439 0.28 GPR-E 0.85 0.66 

Ca 2.34 5917 1.71 8929 0.95 7054 0.45 4339 0.21 GPR-E 0.99 23.91 

Cr 0.90 7182 0.63 9812 0.29 9380 0.17 5246 0.09 Ensemble 0.06 0.41 

Cu 2.08 9889 1.37 5377 0.71 8416 0.43 4898 0.21 GPR-E 0.91 0.11 

Fe 2.27 7560 1.49 4343 1.00 9959 0.59 7132 0.29 GPR-E 0.34 3.35 

K 1.96 7232 1.18 5296 0.67 9847 0.30 5789 0.09 GPR-RQ 0.99 8.06 

Mg 2.24 7305 1.34 9862 0.76 5053 0.37 6017 0.17 GPR-E 0.97 7.41 

Mn 2.43 7243 1.65 8725 1.00 5789 0.49 5006 0.23 GPR-E 0.92 0.06 

Na 2.21 7386 1.46 5249 0.85 8917 0.42 8428 0.21 GPR-RQ 0.99 70.08 

P 1.88 7182 1.24 8983 0.53 5770 0.26 8763 0.09 GPR-E 0.99 66.41 

DPPH % 2.85 8401 1.97 5458 1.11 4343 0.64 8933 0.33 GPR-RQ 0.79 2.51 

FT-MIR 

Al 2.75 1616 1.65 654 0.68 3308 0.25 1124 0.00 SVM-FG 0.82 0.88 

Ca 2.32 1521 1.39 3314 0.54 2915 0.26 660 0.11 GPR-E 0.94 54.41 

Cr 0.90 1621 0.51 2915 0.13 678 0.00 - - GPR-E 0.14 0.39 

Cu 2.06 1618 1.30 650 0.55 3397 0.15 2188 0.00 GPR-E 0.97 0.05 

Fe 2.26 1623 1.42 2915 0.57 3056 0.24 652 0.09 GPR-E 0.89 1.29 

K 1.95 1618 0.96 652 0.37 2917 0.00 - - GPR-E 0.98 9.55 

Mg 2.25 1633 1.25 3258 0.61 658 0.23 1444 0.03 GPR-E 0.96 8.32 

Mn 2.43 1618 1.65 654 0.75 3308 0.28 2037 0.11 SVM-FG 0.08 0.23 

Na 2.19 3235 1.27 1511 0.49 2930 0.22 1942 0.07 GPR-E 0.94 346.88 

P 1.86 1623 0.87 2919 0.27 652 0.06 - - GPR-E 0.99 68.47 

DPPH % 2.85 1616 1.84 2913 0.86 652 0.31 2041 0.06 GPR-E 0.61 3.77 

P: Para-meter; RM: Regression model; H1: (X|Y1); H2: (X|Y1, Y2); H3: (X|Y1, Y2, Y3); H4: (X|Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4); H(X): Entropy; Y: selected 

wavenumber; R2: correlation of determination; RMSE: root mean squared error; GPR: Gaussian Process Regression; E: Exponential; RQ: Rational 

Quadratic; SVM: Support Vector Machine; FG: Fine Gaussian 
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Figure 3. Partial Least Square Regression models for Al, Cr, Cu, Fe, and Mn were obtained from FT-NIR spectral data 

(A-E) and FT-MIR spectral data (F-J), respectively 
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Figure 4. Partial Least Square Regression models for antioxidant activity (DPPH) were obtained from FT-NIR spectral 

data (A) and FT-MIR spectral data (B), respectively 

 

 
Figure 5. Feature selection based on the conditional entropy (A-B-C-D), and prediction model based on the selected 

features (E) for potassium prediction using FT-NIR 

 

Prediction models by information theory and machine 

learning algorithms 

Machine learning algorithms were used to predict 

minerals and the antioxidant activity of ETC. As explained 

in material and methods (2.3.2.), first, conditional 

entropies were calculated per parameters, and then features 

were selected based on the minimum conditional entropy. 

For instance, total entropy was 1.96 bits/sample in K 

predictions using FT-NIR spectral data (Figure 5). Then, 

the first feature was selected as 7232 cm-1, and it dropped 

the entropy to 1.18. Second, third, and fourth variables 

were selected as 5296, 9847, and 5789 cm-1, respectively, 

and these variables dropped the entropy to 0.67, 0.30, and 

0.09, respectively. After variables were selected for 

predictions of K, MATLAB regression learner was used to 

create a prediction model. FT-NIR showed a good 

correlation with potassium using Gaussian Process 

Regression (GPR) algorithms combined with Rational 

Quadratic (RQ) kernel providing R2 as 0.99, and RMSE as 

8.06 mg/kg.  Table 2 shows the performance of FT-NIR 

and FT-MIR spectrometers on the prediction of minerals 

and antioxidant activity of ETC. Overall, both units well-

correlated with the most minerals determined, except Cr 

and Mn.  
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Conclusions 

 

Erzincan Tulum Cheese samples' minerals and 

antioxidant activity were aimed to be predicted using FT-

NIR and portable FT-MIR spectrometers combined with 

PLSR and machine learning algorithms based on 

conditional entropy approach. Both units allowed for the 

accurate determination of the minerals. A basic FT-NIR 

and FT-MIR protocol minimized the sample heterogeneity 

of ETC that provided predictive models with a high 

correlation coefficient for minerals (rval>0.83) except for 

Cr and Mn. ETC samples' antioxidant activity was 

correlated with FT-NIR spectral data; however, FT-MIR 

spectral data did not provide a good prediction model. 

Therefore, a machine learning approach was used to 

predict the minerals and antioxidant activity of ETC. 

Similar or slightly better performances were obtained using 

machine learning algorithms compared to PLSR. Overall, 

FT-NIR and FT-MIR spectrometers provided rapid (~1 

min), non-invasive, and reliable determination of minerals 

in ETC. 
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